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DETERMINING THE MAX PERMISSIBLE TOW AND SPEEDS  

BASIC STEPS 

• Determine the Weight and Speeds 

• Apply Corrections 

• Speed Check 

• CG Check 

 

DETERMINING THE FLEX TEMPERATURE AND SPEEDS  

BASIC STEPS 

• Determine the Temperature and Speeds 

• Apply Corrections 

• Speed Check 

• Temp Check 

• CG Check 

https://www.theairlinepilots.com/


DETERMINING THE MAX PERMISSIBLE TOW AND SPEEDS 

 

Select the configuration (CONF 1+F or CONF 2) for takeoff that offers to carry maximum weight 

against the OAT. If weight is equal then select the one with lowest speeds. 

Apply corrections to the weight and speeds determined above in sequence (top to bottom). It 

is allowed to extrapolate linearly for greater QNH deviation. 

 

For the first correction, no speed check is required after applying the correction. 

For a second (and third as applicable) correction, if OAT < TVMC, a speed check is required after 

applying the correction. The resulting speeds have to be higher than the minimum speeds 

displayed on the RTOW chart. 

 

  



In addition to above speed check, V2 has to be checked again to confirm that it is higher than 

the VMU limited speed (FCOM > PER-TOF-TOD-25-20 MINIMUM V2 LIMITED BY VMU/VMCA). 

 

If the speed checks are not fulfilled, the corrections must be recalculated using those provided 

on lines 3 and 4 i.e. the shaded area used for the case when OAT > TVMC as highlighted below: 

 

If TO CG < 27 % then decrease the TOW by 1,000 Kgs and increase V1, VR and V2 by 1 kt. 

The final weight and associated speeds will be the maximum permissible for takeoff. Compare 

it with max structural limit and take the lower value as the takeoff limit.  If your actual takeoff 

weight is less than the max permissible TOW, you can go for a flex takeoff.  

Download the Excel Calculator for playing around with the TOW and speed calculations.  

NOTE: No speed check is required for the first correction. However, if the first influence 
correction follows a conservative FCOM correction, a speed check is required.  

Conservative FCOM Correction PER-TOF-TOD-24 (to be used when not given on the chart) 

 

https://www.theairlinepilots.com/forumarchive/a320/a320-weight-and-speeds.xlsx


DETERMINING THE FLEX TEMP AND SPEEDS 

 

First check that actual TOW < Max Permissible TOW. Select the configuration (CONF 1+F or CONF 

2) for takeoff that gives the highest temperature against the actual TOW. If temperature is equal 

then select the one with lowest speeds.  

If TOW is lower than that displayed on the chart, note the speeds associated with TOW in the 

row displaying the highest temperature.  
 

 
 

Then apply corrections provided at the bottom of RTOW chart limited to the minimum speeds. 

 



Apply corrections to the temperature and speeds determined above in sequence (top to 

bottom). No speed correction is required for QNH and bleed influence and it is allowed to 

extrapolate linearly for greater QNH deviation. However, for wet influence both speed and 

temperature corrections are required. 

 

Speed check is required after applying the correction to check that V2 is higher than the VMU 

limited speed (FCOM > PER-TOF-TOD-25-20 MINIMUM V2 LIMITED BY VMU/VMCA).   

 

 

To combine a second and/or a third correction speeds must be checked higher than the 
minimum speed displayed on the RTOW chart. 
 

 
 
 

If the speed checks are not fulfilled, flex takeoff is not possible.  
 
 



Flex temperature check is required to confirm if it is above OAT and TREF: 
 

 
 
Limited to TMAX FLEX: 
 

 
 
If the temperature check is not fulfilled, flex takeoff is not possible. 
 
If flex takeoff not possible, then set TOGA thrust and retain the speeds associated with 
maximum permissible takeoff weight or the speeds read in the chart of the actual weight if they 
are all lower. 
 

If TO CG < 27 % then decrease flex temperature by 2oC and increase V1, VR and V2 by 1 kt. 
 

This will give you the final flex temperature and associated speeds.  
 

Download the Excel Calculator for playing around with flex temperature and speed calculations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Was this document helpful? Click here to Answer! 

 

Disclaimer: "A320 Takeoff Performance" are personal notes of the undersigned for training only. These notes do not sanction 

any pilot to violate his/her Company's Standard Operating Procedures, Aircraft Manuals or Manufacturer's Recommendations.                  

 

https://www.theairlinepilots.com/forumarchive/a320/a320-flex-calculation.xlsx
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